We look at the interior operator reconstruction from the point of view of Petz map and study its complexity. We show that Petz maps can be written as precursors under the condition of perfect recovery. When we have the entire boundary system its complexity is related to the volume / action of the wormhole from the bulk operator to the boundary. When we only have access to part of the system, Python's lunch appears and its restricted complexity depends exponentially on the size of the subsystem one loses access to.
Introduction
In AdS/CFT correspondence, the bulk operators can be written as boundary operators [1] . For an operator inside the causal patch of the boundary region, one can use HKLL and write the operator as a smeared operator on the boundary. For a state with a dual geometry which contains a black hole, it was argued that outside the black hole horizon, the complexity of operator reconstruction is related to the radial location of the bulk operator [2] . As an exterior operator approaches the black hole horizon, the complexity blows up. On the other hand, the operator reconstruction beyond causal wedge and inside entanglement wedge is still possible [3] [4] [5] . In this paper, we look at the interior operator reconstruction from the point of view of Petz map and study its complexity.
Petz map assumes fine-tuned knowledge about the state, i.e., one needs to know how the code subspace is embedded into the the boundary Hilbert space [6] [7] [8] . It was argued that the spacetime region in the black hole interior corresponds to the quantum circuit preparing the state [9] [10] . In the rest of the paper we will call it the horizontal circuit as it grows in spacelike direction. To write down an interior operator with Petz map, one needs to know the portion of the circuit lying between the operator and the black hole horizon (Figure 1 ). Once one knows the horizontal circuit, one can shorten the wormhole, apply the operator, then evolve back. We show that this is essentially what Petz map does in case of perfect recovery. Petz map also allows one to reconstruct the operator from part of the boundary system so the operator reconstruction is not unique. The complexity of the reconstructed operator is the lowest when we keep the entire system. In this case, the complexity is given by the volume / action of the part of the interior from the bulk operator to the boundary (Figure 1 ). In this sense, the relation between radial location and operator complexity as advocated in [2] still holds. The deeper a bulk operator is, the more complex its boundary reconstruction is . If one wants to reconstruct the operator from part of the boundary system, the reconstruction is still possible but the complexity can be significantly higher. This is exactly the Python's lunch situation as discussed in [11] . See also [12] . The tensor network complexity is still controlled by the wormhole volume but the circuit complexity is exponential in the number of qubits one loses access to.
Naively the above discussion contradicts the statement that the complexity of a bulk operator blows up as we move it closer and closer to the horizon from the exterior [2] . The resolution is that HKLL reconstruction as discussed in [2] does not make use of fine-tuned information about the state as Petz map does. If one wants to reconstruct the interior operator using Petz map, one needs fine-tuned information about the horizontal circuit. In general it is very complex to figure this out from the boundary state [13] . That's why the interior reconstruction is hard and this is the essential difference between operator reconstruction inside and outside the horizon. In other words, the horizontal circuit stored in the interior may not be very complex but it is very difficult to figure out what this circuit is from the boundary data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we look at some examples. Assume perfect recovery we write Petz map in the form of a precursor U W U † for some unitary operator U . In section 3 we look at its complexity. We compare it with the action / volume from the operator to the boundary when we have access to the entire system. We see the appearance of Python's lunch when we only have part of the boundary system. We compare with the operator reconstruction outside horizon using HKLL.
Petz maps as precursors
In this section we study Petz map in various examples under the condition of perfect recovery. We will work in black hole models where the black hole is represented by S qubits. Our goal is to write the Petz map reconstruction of black hole interior operators in the form U W U † for U unitary and W simple operator. In this paper we will use the word "precursor" in a flexible way and call such an operator a precursor. U may or may not be the black hole time evolution. In this form one can easily analyze its complexity and make a connection with the EPR geometry.
In this paper we will use the following definition of Petz map from [8] [14] . W is an operator on the code subspace. V is the embedding of the code subspace into the CFT Hilbert space. Assume we have access to subsystem A and lose subsystemĀ. The reconstruction of W on subsystem A is given by where σ A = trĀ Π code = trĀ V V † .
perturbed thermofield double
Consider the simplest example where Alice perturbs thermofield double by throwing in some object with energy much higher than Hawking temperature. We model this as the following. We represent thermofield double as S Bell pairs shared between Alice and Bob. Then we throw in an extra spin in state |a to Alice side. We have initial state
Alice time evolves it for a while, the state becomes
There is a two-dimensional code subspace spanned by the two spin states |a .
At this point Alice wants to flip the spin, i.e., map |a → b |b W ba . A straightforward evaluation of Petz map shows that Alice needs to apply U W U † . We leave the details to Appendix A. An immediate question is, what is U ? We don't know U . All we know are the following matrices when we trace out Bob's system in the code subspace. 1
These matrices (2.2) do not uniquely determine U , but they are enough to tell us what is U W U † . In this example, we get a precursor U W U † where U is the black hole time evolution. Intuitively, as time increases the black hole interior gets longer while the spin stays inside. Alice undoes the evolution stored in the horizontal circuit by U † , gets the spin out, flips it, and then applies U again.
Pure state black hole
Next, we consider pure state black holes. The initial state is |a, I where a represents a spin. Under time evolution, this state becomes
where α represents the subsystem we will trace out later.
Our task is to flip the spin a, i.e., apply W = σ x on the spin. We have one logical qubit embedded into the boundary Hilbert space.
V :H code → H |a → i,α |i, α U iα,aI ≡ |e aI (2.3) 1 In this paper, this is what we mean when we talk about knowing the horizontal circuit. We need to know how some particular code subspace we are interested in is embedded the boundary Hilbert space. This is a time-dependent concept. As the wormhole gets longer the embedding becomes more complex.
We assume we have the knowledge of the following matrices. trĀ V |a b| V † = α |i j| U iα,aI U * jα,aI
• Keep the entire system First, we consider the simplest case when we don't trace out anything, i.e.,Ā (subsystem corresponding to index α) is empty set. We can guess the answer to be U W U † . We check this from the definition of the Petz map. In this case, the embedding map V is given in (2.3) .
In the definition of Petz map,
|e aI W ab e bI | no summation on I Notice that this is NOT the simple matrix product U W U † as there is no summation on the index I. V W V † only acts non-trivially on the the code subspace. Outside the code subspace, it gives zero.
On the other hand, we look at the matrix product U W U † = a,b,J |e aJ W ab e bJ |.
Comparing with V W V † it has extra summation on the index J. Notice that we have
As a result, one can write the Petz map as
Notice that from the knowledge of the code subspace, we know U i,aI for fixed I and any a, but this is not enough to determine U W U † . In this case, the Petz map (2.1) is not uniquely defined outside the code subspace. Outside the code subspace, V W V † gives zero and Π code also gives zero. Their ratio is not uniquely determined. In this example, we simply used the original black hole time evolution to extend it.
• Tracing out part of the system If we don't trace out any part, we can simply reverse the time evolution. If we trace out part of the system, one can still reverse the effect of U but in a more complex way. Here, we assume U is random enough that we can treat it as a perfect tensor, i.e., there is an isometry from a smaller subset of indices to a larger subset. We will show that we could still write the Petz map asŨ WŨ † for some other unitary operatorŨ .
We have the state
Subsystem A corresponds to the index i and subsystemĀ corresponds to index α. Let dĀ be the dimension of subsystemĀ. Now we only have access to subsystem A and we want to flip the spin as before.
Assuming |i| > |a||α|, with fixed index I the tensor U is an isometry from index aα to index i. We first extend this isometry to an unitary. We divide the index I into two parts: I = I 1 I 0 such that |i| = |a||α||I 1 |.
We letŨ i,aαI 1 ≡ dĀU iα,aI 1 I 0
Note that the definition ofŨ depends on I 0 . By assumptionŨ is an unitary operator. Here is a pictorial representation of the operatorŨ . The arrows represent the directions of U andŨ . Figure 2 : OperatorŨ involves side-way evolution of operator U .
Following earlier notation we let
By unitarity ofŨ , { e aαI 1 } from an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space of subsystem A.
We will show that Petz map can be written asŨ WŨ † .
Again, notice that we have summation over α but we don't have summation over I 1 . This is not a precursor.
The projection part is given by
|e aαI 1 e aαI 1 | no summation over I 1
On the other hand, the precursorŨ WŨ † is given bỹ
We see that
In (2.4), the projection with σ A gets rid of the summation on I 1 . So we can write the Petz map as
Here is the circuit representation W A |ψ 1 . 
Complexity of the Petz map and Python's lunch
We wrote Petz map in the form ofŨ WŨ † . In this section we look at its complexity.
Complexity of Petz map and wormhole geometry
In earlier examples, when we keep the entire boundary system, the Petz maps simply gives U W U † where U is the Hamiltonian time evolution and is k-local. The complexity of such operators was studied in [15] [16] [17] . It grows exponentially before scrambling time and linearly after scrambling time. A simple epidemic model gives its time dependence as
where τ is the circuit time. It is related to the boundary time t as τ = 2π β t.
As we discussed earlier, the operator W A essentially undoes the horizontal circuit between the spin and the boundary, applies the operator, then applies the horizontal circuit again. From this point of view, one expects its complexity to match the volume / action from the bulk operator to the boundary. We check this in the following AdS 2 geometry. In Figure 4 , the red line represents the spin qubit with index a in earlier discussions. The dashed lines represent the boundary trajectory and the original horizon if the spin qubit were not there. The blue dot is the intersection of the spin world line with the original horizon. The blue line is a geodesic connecting that intersection and the boundary at time t. We look at its length. In appendix B, we evaluate the geodesic distance in JT gravity and it is given by
For t > β, the time dependence in (3.5) matches that in (3.6) . One may worry that this is special about AdS 2 . In [18] a spacetime volume evaluation was done in BTZ black hole and one gets the same result.
We make some comment about the above calculations. We want to look at the geodesic distance between the operator and the boundary at time t. The Wheeler-DeWitt patch at time t includes the world line of the spin. Here, we considered the operator as being located at the intersection of the spin world line with the original horizon. Why is this the reasonable choice? First, the blue line in Figure 4 is inside the portion of the geometry that is affected by the spin. Also, we cannot go deeper than the original horizon for the following reason. In our setup, we specify the initial black hole state by |a |I . We didn't specify anything about |I other than being a black hole with S − 1 qubits. |I may or may not have a smooth classical interior. For example, it can be the superposition of two black holes with completely different wormhole length. All we know is that |I has an exterior geometry corresponding to a black hole with entropy S − 1. As a result we look at the portion of the geometry outside the original horizon after the spin comes in. This region stores the gates that involves the extra spin [18] .
Python's lunch
With Petz map one can reconstruct the operator even if we don't have the entire boundary system. However, the complexity will be significantly higher. In this case, the Python's lunch scenario as discussed in [11] will appear. Consider W A =Ũ WŨ † whereŨ is given in Figure 2 . We assume the black hole contains S qubits and we lose access to n qubits, i.e., U is an unitary operator on S qubits whileŨ is an unitary operator acting on S − n qubits. U is a k-local with relatively low complexity.Ũ is an operator from one subset of indices of U to another subset. This is essentially Python's lunch.
To see this, we look at the tensor network representation of operatorŨ . Figure 5 illustrates the cross-sectional area of the tensor network at various instances. We see that the minimal cross-sectional area corresponds to S − n qubits while the maximal cross sectional area corresponds to S + n qubits. In [11] , it was conjectured that the complexity of unitary circuitŨ is controlled by e 1 2 (Smax−S min ) . In this case, it implies complexity ∼ e n .
Let's look at the circuit in more detail. We first allow post selection. Here is one way to implementŨ † . Our goal is to realize the following map: In Figure 6 , we start from S − n qubits in initial state i. We also prepare n extra Bell pairs. We have state |ψ initial = β |β |β |i S qubits (3.7)
Combining one half the Bell pairs and the initial S − n qubits, together we have S qubits (Equation (3.7) ). We apply U † to these S qubits. We get state Now we project the 2n qubits corresponding to index I 0 to state I 0 . We get the state we want.
(|I 0 I 0 |) |ψ 1 = β,b,I 1 |β |b, I 1 S − n qubits U * iβ,bI 1 I 0 |I 0 If we allow post-selection, its tensor network complexity mostly comes from U and is still controlled by the volume / action of the bulk region from the operator to the boundary.
Here we make some comments on this post selection. If we keep the entire system, we have initial state i,α |i |α U iα,aI 1 I 0 . Those qubits represented by i (subsystem A) and those qubits represented by α (subsystemĀ) are entangled in a particular way such that when evolving backward by U † , the extra spin qubit |a comes out. Now we replace the subsystemĀ by one half of n Bell pairs that's not entangled with subsystem A, i.e., we have initial state β,i,α |β (|β |i )U iα,aI |α . We look at the bulk dual of the subsystem represented by the second β and subsystem A represented by i. As the two subsystems are unentangled, their dual will be a disconnected pair of spacetime but there is certain probability that they are connected. We evolve backward in time by U † . When we do post selection, we project onto the part of the wavefunction for which the two regions are initially connected. As the probability of success in projection is e −2n , one expects that initially there is probability e −2n for the two regions to be connected.
In [19] [11] it was shown that instead of doing post selection, one can apply unitary operator to achieve this, but one needs to run the circuit U O(e n ) times. It gives unitary circuit complexity C(U )e n as predicted by Python's lunch.
Comparison with exterior operator reconstruction
One may be surprised that it's not so complex to apply an operator in the interior. Here, we need to differentiate between two concepts, the complexity to figure out an operator and the complexity to apply an operator once it is known. Petz map is based on the knowledge of the code subspace, i.e., the knowledge of the horizontal circuit lying between the bulk operator and the boundary. In [13] it was shown that it can be very complex to figure out the horizontal circuit. Here is one of their setups. Consider a subset of boundary states that can be generated by perturbing the time evolution of thermofield double up to time T with l S simple operators, i.e., the horizontal circuits are black hole time evolution perturbed at various points and the perturbations are separated by more than scrambling time. Their claim is that it would be very difficult (complexity at least e S ) to distinguish such states from Haar-random states.
We've seen that in order to apply Petz map to reconstruct the interior operator, one needs knowledge of this horizontal circuit. So it can be very complex to figure out the operator reconstruction. The complexity of doing this can be at least exponential in the complexity of the operator [13] [20] . However, once the horizontal circuit is given, the reconstructed operator itself may not be that complex depending on how many qubits one loses access to.
On the other hand, to reconstruct an exterior operator from HKLL, no such fine-tuned knowledge is needed. For example, with a black hole background, all one needs to know is the mass, charge e.t.c of the black hole. This is the essential difference between the interior and exterior operator reconstruction.
The Petz map gives
B Growth of the wormhole
We compute the growth of the wormhole after a perturbation in JT gravity. We write AdS 2 as a hyperboloid in R 2,1 . In embedding coordinates, it is given by −(Y −1 ) 2 −(Y 0 ) 2 +(Y 1 ) 2 = −1 . The metric in R 2,1 is given by ds 2 = −(dY −1 ) 2 − (dY 0 ) 2 + (dY 1 ) 2 . The boundary particle trajectory satisfies given by X 2 = 0,Ẋ 2 = −1. [21] Without perturbation, the right boundary trajectory is given by X R (t) = β 2π 1, sinh 2π β t , cosh 2π β t A massless particle coming in at t = 0 carries SL(2) charge q = ∆S 2π 1, sinh 2π β t m , cosh 2π β t m Before the particle comes in, the horizon is given by (1, Y 0 , Y 1 = Y 0 ). The particle trajectory is given by q · Y = 0. The intersection of the particle trajectory with the horizon is given by P = (1, e 2π β tm , e 2π β tm ). After the spin comes in, the new boundary trajectory is given bỹ
The geodesic distance
